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Abstract the heating is basically caused by the bombardment of
the cathode with plasma ions, which results in the

Hot hollow-cathodes (HC) are known to be widely used sputtering of the cathode. The main mechanism of the
as cathodes-compensators in electric thrusters (ET). So HC erosion is evaporation; however, the sputtering can
the lifetime of ET is usually defined by the HC erosion play a considerable part in a number of modes.
rate. There are two possible mechanisms of the HC
erosion, namely thermal evaporation and cathode 2. Initial relations and defining parameters
sputtering. In this work the nondimensional parameter \
p has been suggested, allowing to determine the relative
fraction of these mechanisms in the total erosion of the A relatn b tw ee n two erosio n mechanisms may
cathod. This parameter takes into account the relation b e obtained if to introduce a ratio of the sputtered atoms

between electron and ion currcnl on the cathode surface flu x d e n si ty r  Yo  to evaporated atoms flux density
and the physical properties of the cathode material: a i.e.

cathode sputtering coefficient Y, evaporation rate and
thermionic current density. The values of 8 for the r - - ' (
different cathodes have been considered. According to
the value of # two main modes of the HC erosion are
marked out: the mode of prevailing evaporation and the where ir is the ion flux density to the cathode;
mode of prevailing sputtering. Yo is an average coefficient of the cathode sputtering

It has been shown that for the cathode with low work with plasma ions;
function the mode of the prevailing sputtering may e re is the thermal electrons flux density from the
observed even if Y is less than -5 -6 than 105....10-6. cathode;

The known data on the erosion of the HC have been C is the atobi-electron ratio introduced in [1 ];
considered, with application of parameter f. The
analysis of some peculiarities of HC erosion has been f- li /rte;
fulfilled. It has been shown that the small impurity of Yp -flYo - acathode effective sputtering coefficient.
the double charged ions in plasma 105...10 6 results in Depending on the # value, the two following typical
essential increase of the cathode sputteringand apparent erosion modes can be marked out. At f < 1, the prevailing
decrease of the threshold energy of the sputtering. evaporation mode (PEM) takes place, and at f > 1, the

The results obtained may be used for analysis and prevailing sputtering mode (PSM) takes place. At the
optimization of the working characteristics of HC. transient mode ( - I or { - Y;) both mechanisms

are of the same intensity. At the PSM mode, intensive
1. Introduction sputtering is added to inevitable for the HC evaporation,

One of the elements, defining electric thruster (ET) resulting in strong erosion enhancement. It is essential
lifetime, is a cathode-compensator. Usually this that HC erosion at the PEM and PSM depends on various
element is a hot gas-ducting hollow cathode (HC) defining parameters. Specifying the mode allows to
operating at the arc mode. In this paper some general pr ed ic t th e influence of dicharge parameters and
matters of HC erosion are considered, which can also be ex t er na l c on d itio ns alternation on the erosion and HC
applied to the ET cathodes-compensators. lifetime.

As it is khown, the electron flux from the arc HC According to the relation (1), an erosion mode is
active surface is caused by thermionic emission, defined by three parameters -i, Yo and . The parameter
Therefore, such a cathode must be heated to high A/ - S is an integrated characteristic of the near-
temperatures, which results in evaporation. In its turn, - S

anode processes, which can be determined by SI, i.e. a
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portion of the ion current in the total arc current. strongly depend on the temperature Te and two
According to (2 ], Si typically ranges between 0.3 and following two groups of metals may be marked out
0.7. Hence, f - 0.4-2.3. For qualitative estimations, f depending on {. For the metals of the first group (from
can be assumed to equal to 1. Fe to Hg), > > a and I - Y~p > 1.These values of Yp

The Yo value is determined by the elementary are not achievable in arc discharges. For the metals ofsputtring coefficient Y. This coefficient data are the second group, < and at T < 3 K
presented in [3,4 for various ion energy values WI and
ion/target combinations. According to these data, at Yp < < 1. This group includes basically refractory and
small energy values (Wi < 10-40 eV) the coefficient Y rare-earth metals (W, Ta, Mo, Gd and others). Due to
sharply decreases down to < 10 5 - 10 6 , so it is possible their high TER values, these metals are used for
to suggest the existance of the sputtering threshold manufacturing conventional HCs. However, because of
energy 4h.  small Yp values, these HC are highly sensible to the

Using the electron work function pa and atom sputtering and may operate in the PSM. The probability
cvaporation heat p of the cathode material, the atom- of this mode increases with decrease of Tc.
electron ratio may be presented as An important characteristic of the HC is the

thermoemission flux density from its surface

A (Tc) exp - ) (2) j le e re. In Fig. 2 - v is plotted against ihe. As
Ske ' seen, with decrease of jie, the

coefficient Yn decreases. For Wand Ta Y, - 10-5 ... 10-6where A (Tc) is a function depending on the temperature at ,e 1...10 A/cm2 . In principle, these values of Yare
Tc of the given cathode. Let us clarify the physical qchievable in arc discharges, too. The greater cathode
meaning. First, according to (1), the transient mode. , , efficiency is, the smaller Yp is. For example, for thetakes place at Yp - J. Thus, knowing J, one can cathode-compensatormadeof LaB. 4 - (0.4...4)10- 7

determine the critical value of 'p. On theotherhand, the at je - 1...10 A/cm2 . Therefore, this cathode has to
greater I is, the greater HC erosion is caused by transfer to the PSM even at such small values.
evaporation . Therefore, the value K - I/I, charac- t ra n s f e r t o t h e P SM ev e a t s u c h s m a  va lu es

terizes the thermal erosion resistance (TER) of the
cathode material. Since YK- 1, the greater TER (and, -
hence, K) is, the more sensible to the sputtering the
cathode is (the smallerYn is). W

Fig. 1 presents the values of - Y; for a number of
metals according to [1 ]. As it can be seen, these values .

SFig.2. ~- v values versus thermoionic current
0 1 - density je for a number of cathode materials

0 _ 3. Experimental data analysis

it Most experimental data on erosion were obtained for(i metallic HCs . These data may be presented as a non-
6v dimension parameter

10E K -Gall

L 4 T.K where e is electron charge,
m is the mass of an evaporated atom,

Fig.l. Y - y 1 values versus temperature for a Iis a current,
number of metals Ga is an erosion value (measured in kg/s).
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To analyse qualitively, it can be assumed that the Near-cathode arc plasma is characterized by high

thermoemission current from the cathode Ilte 1. Then it intensity of ionization processes. It can result in
is possible to compare the K and values directly. In the formation of multi-charged positive ions in plasma
PEM a portion of the atoms vaporized can return to the (Zi > I). The cinetik energy of these ions coming to the
cathode, hence K<< . For HCs the condifition K < cathode can be estimated by the expression
is usually observed. However, in a number of works W - ZI e A Vc, where a vc is a cathode potential drop,
[5-8 ] uprated erosion rates were measured. Fig. 3 Zi is ion charge. This energy is Zi times greater than the
presents the results of these works. Exceeding the energy of one-charge ions which are usually taken into
measured values of K over 4 values points out upratcd account. In consequence of that, on the one hand, the
erosion of the HC comparatively with its cvapo-ration. seeming threshold sputtering energy 4h decreases by
To explain the HC erosion observed by sputtering in the a factor of Z. Besides, near the threshold, the sputtering
PSM at K > > e, it is necessary that the condition a factor of ZI. Besides, near the threshold, the sputteringPSM aK > it is necessary that the condition coefficient very strongly depends on the energy Wj.For
Yo + might take place. For the data in Fig. 3, the example, doubling W, which must take place for the ions
necessary values of Yo range from 10- to 10 3 ...10 2 . with ZI- 2, results in increase of V by 10...104 times.So even a small portion of double-charged ions (aboutAccording to the classic date for cold targets [3,4 ], So en a s tion of doublecharged ions ( avragt
these sputtering coefficients are realized at the ion 10 ... 0 ) sgnficanty enlarges the average
energy Wi - 30...60 eV. sputtering coefficient Yo. This increase is illustrated bythe data in Fig.4. Thus, the ions with Zi> 1, not

influencing considerably on the current and energy
40"1 balance on the cathode surface, may cause significant

sputtering.
1-' YOao
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Fig.3. and K values for various cathode materials:
I - 4 calculated data. Data on t value are taken from / , 0
experimental studies: 1 - [5 ]; 2 - [6 ]; 3 - [7 ]; 4 - [8 f0 / " / /

Fig.4. Variation of mean coefficient Yo of cathode
sputtering versus Xe double-charged ions portion at
different values:

4. Some peculiarities of hollow cathodes sputtering - ea Ve - 1.04 W h; 2 - e - W ;

Analysing the role of the sputtering in the erosion, 3 - eA v e - 0.8 W ; 4 - eA V - 0 ,7 W .
one should take into account the features of the
sputtering process proper. These features may include
high temperature of the cathode, possibility of the Special experiments were conducted with thepresence of multi-charge ions in the flow of sputtering cathode-compensatorof the material basedonW-Baand
particles and the presence of the ion energy distribu- with pumping xenon to detect two-charge ions in plasma.
tion. All these features must result in increase of the The brightest Xe III lines including those of A- 3624.05;
coefficient and role of the sputtering. The influence of 3654.63 and 3676.63 A wave length were recorded withthe target temperature on the sputtering was considered the help of spectral methods. The line intensity
in [9]; according to this work, with increase of the proportion was 1:0.1:0.35. The line Xe III intensity with
temperature, the sputtering coefficient may increase by A - 3624.05 A was higher than the intensity of the Xe
100 and more times. There is still no clear physi cal atomic lines with I- 3610.32 and 3669.91 A. At varying
model allowing to predict the temperature influence on the current from its nominal values In to 1.51n, the linethe sputtering. Xe III intensity sharply increased practically by 102. A
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